
Professional Treatments 
for Face and Body

‘a place or state of ideal happiness’

The Clarins Gold Salons
A Partnership of Excellence



Founded in 1998, Elysium Beauty Salon  
is situated in a quiet pedestrian area in the  

centre of Louth. 

Offering a wide range of beauty treatments as well 
as complimentary therapies including, Reflexology, 

Indian Head Massage and Ear Candling. From product 
houses chosen for their quality as well as their ethical 

backgrounds, with an extensive range of products 
available to purchase within the retail area at Elysium. 

Brands include Clarins, Caudalie, Jessica Nails,  
High Definition Brows, Delilah Cosmetics,  

Hobo & Co Candles, Nude Candles and Mugler Fragrance.

Elysium has five fully equipped modern treatment 
rooms. One of which is situated downstairs,  

which is ideal for disabled access. In 2015 we became  
a High Definition Brows and Make-Up concession with  

a dedicated High Definition area offering treatments  
with our Master Stylists. 

Elysium was awarded the prestigious Clarins Gold  
salon of the Year award in 2011 and became a member 

of the Jessica fellowship in 2003. 

At Elysium we pride ourselves on giving the most 
professional service. So when visiting you can be sure 

that you will receive the highest standard of  
treatments at one of the counties leading  

independent beauty salons. 

WELCOMEWELCOME

Enjoy the Sensory 
Treatment Experience

Please arrive in good time, so you can  
prepare yourself.

All appointment times include a 10 minute  
consultation and time for you to change.

All treatments are a sensory experience  
that stimulate the senses. The use of low-level  
lighting, aromatic vapours and soothing sounds  

create the perfect ambience.

Please give 24 hours notice to cancel or  
change your appointment otherwise a  

50% charge will be made.

All treatments are subject to availability.

At Elysium, our best reward is your  
personal recommendation to friends,  

family and colleagues.

25% Deposit on treatments over 2 hours.

£5 Deposit on HD & LVL Treatments.



Clarins

Clarins
Clarins was ‘born’ in 1954 and has been ‘taking beauty 
seriously’ ever since. What started as a small range of 
plant-based personalised treatments on a high street in 
Paris has expanded into a whole family of treatments  
and skincare solutions and the European leader.

Before botanical ingredients were fashionable  
Clarins found the plant world to be an endless source of 
inspiration. By purifying and enhancing natural ingredients 
Clarins is able to offer a truly effective and innovative 
product range including sun care, make up, face and body 
care, fragrance and Clarinsmen. Each is tested rigorously 
to ensure its efficacy and a truly seductive texture and 
fragrance that looks and feels great on the skin.

At Elysium, we offer a wide range of Clarins facial  
and body treatments, all of which are complimented  
by a large selection of products available for you to  
enjoy at home.

Pick and Mix
Enjoy quality me time while saving with our most popular offer now 
available all year round. 

Choose one treatment from each group and save 10% on the 
total price.

Group One 
Any Waxing or Tinting treatment. 

Group Two 
Any Hand, Foot or HD Brow treatment

Group Three 
Any Facial or Body Treatment, Nouveau Lash Extension treatment 
or LVL Lash Lift

Pick and Mix Offer

*Only one pick and mix treatment per day.  
Treatments available are only ones listed above. Subject to availability.
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Facial Treatments Facial Treatments

Clarins Expert Facial Treatments
Powered by CLARINSPRO formulas. 

No matter your age, gender or skin type, our plant enriched 
formulas and personalised massage movements, mean that your 
skin will always be in the best hands. Our facial treatments aren’t just 
designed to be relaxing they’re also designed to work. To deliver 
long lasting and proven results for your skin.

At the heart of each treatment is a 25 minute massage. Our 
microcirulation and drainage techniques are what makes them so 
effective - helping to smooth and shape your skin.

Maximise the results of your Clarins treatment by adding a skin 
boosting add on. 

• Back Massage   
• Hand & Foot Massage   
• Scalp, Neck & Decollete Massage

Choose from our effective 20 minute treatment add ons
£15.00

Youth Expert
If you’d like your skin to feel a little firmer or look more 
radiant, this is the facial for you. Whether its hormonal changes, 
pollution, stress or any other cause, your therapist will tailor the 
treatment to your specific concerns and skin type. Leaving you 
firm and glowing.

£66.00  (1hr 15 mins) 

Power Hydrator
Like a long drink for the skin, this feel-good treatment pampers dry, 
fragile skin types - relieving tightness, plumping out fine lines and 
restoring comfort, softness and radiance. 

£66.00  (1hr 15 mins) 

Anti-Blemish Rescue
This detoxifying, purifying treatment is perfect for oily or combination 
skin types. Impurities will be gently removed, shine reduced and 
pores will appear tightened. You will leave with clear, refreshed and 
rebalanced skin.

£66.00  (1hr 15 mins)

Radiance Booster
This glowing treatment will hit refresh on tired, lacklustre skin, 
delivering a double shot of radiance and hydration. Microcirculation 
boosting massage and targeted products will work to create deliciously 
plump, luminous skin.

£66.00  (1hr 15 mins)  

Skin Soother
Calm and soothe sensitive skin with this highly effective, nurturing 
treatment. You’ll feel immediate comfort and see a reduction in 
redness and irritation. Your skin will be left strenghthened and radiant. 

£66.00  (1hr 15 mins)

Detox & Glow 
This treatment will remove all the bad impurities and replace with 
lovely goodness. Designed with plant extracts to promote radiance 
and hydration, with anti-pollution properties that’ll help protect the skin 
from the harmful effects of both indoor and outdoor pollution. Your 
recipe for healthy looking skin starts here.

£35.00  (45 mins)   

Facial Treatments

T. 01507 609995
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Body & Exfoliating Treatments Wellness Treatments

T. 01507 609995

Body Treatments

Body Shaper
In this treatment we combine draining and detoxifying massage with 
potent plant enriched products to enhance your silhouette. From 
firming to tightening to brightening and rehydrating, we’ll make sure 
you leave feeling your most confident.

£66.00  (1hr 25 mins)

Body Renew
The wear of day to day life can be a lot for your body to take. 
This blissfully relaxing treatment will refresh your skin, bringing 
you, back to you. We start with a gentle exfoliation to detox and 
renew the skin, then add an indulgent layer of lotion to deliver 
deep hydration. Enhancing not just your body but your mind.

£66.00  (1hr 25 mins)

Clarins Expert Body Treatments
Powered by CLARINSPRO formulas. 

We know that your face is only one part of your skin’s story. Its why 
our body care specialists offer targeted and personalised treatments 
for both men and women. Because when you combine our 
signature touch, with aromatic plant powered products, the results 
are proven. Not only for your body, but for your overall wellbeing.

Maximise the results of your Clarins treatment by adding a skin 
boosting add on. 

• Scalp, Neck & Decollete Massage  • Facial

Choose from our effective 20 minute treatment add ons
£15.00

Beauty Sleep
It’s called beauty sleep for a reason. Because a lack of sleep can really 
take its toll on your skin. But don’t panic, using specially selected 
products and gentle massage movements, we’ll relax you from head 
to toe. Expect immediate beauty results and long-term wellbeing 
benefits. Skin is soothed, radiant and refreshed, whilst stress is 
diminished.

£66.00  (1hr 30 mins)

Energy Booster 
This vitality-boosting, mood enhancing treatment uses energising 
massage movements and optimised pressure to sweep away stress 
and help rebalance body and mind. After, your skin will look radiant 
and your body will feel recalibrated.

£66.00  (1hr 30 mins)

Ultra Relaxing Facial 
This facial aims to soothe the mind and rebalance the skin. The 
deeply relaxing Ayuroma Touch massage and calming essential oils 
will help you completely disconnect from the stresses of modern life. 
Your mind will be rebalanced and your skin refreshed and radiant.

£55.00  (60 mins)

Wellness Treatments

Skin Smoother
All over body exfoliation that deeply cleanses and retextures for a 
body that’s super soft,supple and smooth. The final touch is a deeply 
conditioning application of body lotion. Perfect pre holiday skin prep.

£33.00  (45 mins)

Exfoliating Treatments

Clarins Wellness Treatments
It’s easy to forget that feeling good and looking good go hand in 
hand. So much more than just a massage, these wellness focused 
treatments will bring your mind and body back into balance. 
Calming touches, soothing smells and nurturing ingredients come 
together to give you a well needed boost. And when you take 
care of yourself? Your skin looks healthy, radiant and nourished.

Maximise the results of your Clarins treatment by adding a skin 
boosting add on. 

• Back Massage   
• Hand & Foot Massage   
• Scalp, Neck & Decollete Massage

Choose from our effective 20 minute treatment add ons
£15.00
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Specialised Massages Mother To Be & New Mum Treatments

T. 01507 609995

Rebalancing Massage with Essential Oils
Relax your body, restore your energy and ease muscle tension with this 
result driven treatment. Your therapist will adapt their pressure to your 
preference and needs. Choose between Tonic oil to help stimulate the 
body and mind or Relax oil to evoke a feeling of absolute calm.

£66.00  (1hr 30 mins)

Hot Stone Massage 
Warm stones help relieve tension, fight fatigue and deliver an all round 
wellbeing boost. Combined with our expert massage and blissful 
aroma therapeutic oils, you can expect total body relaxation. 

£61.00  (1hr 15 mins) 

Deep Tissue Massage
Whether you’ve pushed yourself at the gym or had a hectic work 
week, this intensely therapeutic massage will ease tense shoulders, 
back knots and aches. Aromatic essential oils supercharge the stress 
relieving benefits, restoring your sense of wellbeing.

£54.00  (1hr 15 mins)

Back, Neck & Scalp Massage
This tension relieving, knot fighting massage delivers instant and long-
lasting relief from any stiffness and soreness. Your therapist will adapt 
the pressure to maximise the results for you. 

£30.00  (30 mins)

Clarins specialise in caring for mothers to be. Using nourishing, gentle 
products, this full body treatment helps boost energy levels, skin 

resilience and makes you look and feel beautiful. 

Mother to be
Our specially created treatment focuses on nurturing your body both 
during and after pregnancy - a period of great change. Using the 
most gentle products we’ll nourish stretched skin, whilst improving its 
tone and elasticity. Our massage will aim to release tensions, reduce 
heaviness in the legs, fight fatigue and give you time to think about you 
for an hour. 

£51.00 (1hr 15 mins)

Specialised Massages Mother To Be

Clarins Massages
Blissfully relaxing and utterly indulgent, Clarins massages are famed for 
their ability to deliver an unrivalled sensorial experience. Able to stimulate, 
tone, relax, revitalise and soothe, our highly trained therapists can 
customise them to your needs by selecting the massage technique 
and pressure most beneficial to you. The blissful aromas and feel good 
textures of our plant-enriched products onlys adds to the experience.

Maximise the results of your Clarins treatment by adding a skin 
boosting add on. 

• Scalp, Neck & Decollete Massage  • Facial

Choose from our effective 20 minute treatment add ons
£15.00
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Facial TreatmentsCaudalie

Caudalie
Allow yourself to be pampered by the expert hands 
of our therapists who will lavish upon you exceptional 
treatments with Caudalie products, lauded by doctors 
and surgeons across the world for their exceptional 
anti-oxidant properties.

Caudalie treatments and products are created from 
the exquisite vineyards of France. The first Vinotherapy 
spa in the world to share the ultimate beauty secret, 
Caudalie harnesses the unparalleled anti-oxidant power 
of the grape and the grapevine polyphenols, offering to 
you the grape’s ultimate gift. A powerful and luxurious 
skin solution for all ages and skin types.

Devour the beauty and the wealth of knowledge in 
Caudalie, leading the way to perfect skin.

T. 01507 609995

Vinosource Hydrating and Nourishing Facial 
Moisturising, Smoothing 
A skin-renewing treatment to deeply moisturise the skin. This 
treatment starts with a gentle cleansing of the skin. A massage with 
fresh grapes followed by a recovery essential oil massage soothes 
dryness and sensitivity. The application of an intensely moisturising 
mask, and our Vinosource products restore moisture levels and calm 
skin for a healthy, glowing appearance.

£66.00  (70 mins)

Vinoperfect Radiance Facial
Radiance, Anti-Dark Spots
The ideal treatment for skin lacking radiance and luminosity. After skin 
is gently cleansed, a bespoke massage with essential oils and small hot 
and cold basalt stones stimulate your skins radiance. The deep action 
peeling mask awaken the luminosity of your complexion. Caudalie’s 
Vinoperfect collection adds the finishing touch to this treatment, 
leaving you looking rested and radiant.

£66.00  (70 mins)

Resveratrol Lift Facial
Firming, Anti-Wrinkle 
Specially created for skin that lacks firmness, contour & vitality. 
After skin is gently cleansed, a stimulating massage visibly firms and 
redefines the contours of your face. The application of a warming 
mask enhances the lifting effect of Caudalie’s Resveratrol Lift 
products. The firming and lifting effects are immediate, your face 
appears resculpted and radiant with youth.

£66.00  (70 mins)

Facial Treatments
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Body & Exfoliating TreatmentsFacial Treatments

T. 01507 609995

Vine Activ Detox Facial
Glow Activating, Anti-Wrinkle
This facial is the perfect solution for those wishing to protect 
their skin from the ravishes of pollution and early wrinkles, whilst 
energizing your skin to deliver a healthy radiant glow. Incorporating 
a relaxing massage using Jade stones, this facial also combines the 
purifying properties of a pink clay, coffee & grape marc mask with 
our powerful antioxidant collection VineActiv, combining grape 
polyphenols, Vitamin E & Vitamin C for protection. 

£66.00  (70 mins)

Vinopure Facial
Purifying, Anti-Blemish
Specially designed for combination to oily skin, this treatment begins 
with cleansing, followed by a purifying massage to free the skin 
of imperfections, tighten pores and refine the skin texture. The 
application of Vinopure products, with their powerful combination 
of grape Polyphenols, purifying organic essential oils and natural 
salicylic acid, brings clarity and freshness to the complexion. 

£66.00  (70 mins)

Express D-Vine Facial
Instant radiance boost.
Specially designed for men and women who are short on time, 
yet still want results. This express treatment is tailor made to meet 
the needs of every skin type. This facial includes: eye and skin 
cleansing, deep exfoliation, the application of a customized mask, 
and a hand massage. The experience is completed with serums 
and moisturisers to meet your individual requirements. Your skin’s 
freshness, comfort and evenness are restored. 

£35.00  (45 mins)

Crushed Cabernet Scrub & Massage
Relaxing, Slimming
The most popular scrub from our Vinothérapie Spas. It contains 
grape-seeds, honey, brown sugar and 6 essential oils which will 
leave your skin radiant and perfectly smooth. The sculpting body 
treatment, together with Caudalie’s Contouring Concentrate 
smooths cellulite and reshapes your body. This is an ideal treatment  
for a slimming programme or before exposure to the sun.

£66.00  (1hr 15 mins)

Fleur De Vigne Candle Massage
Relaxing 
Under the glow of the soft light of a massage candle that melts into 
a warm oil, delicately scented with Fleur de Vigne, enjoy a unique 
experience where all your senses will be indulged. Tension will be 
relieved leaving you soothed, smoothed and relaxed.

£66.00  (1hr 15 mins)

Facial Treatments Body Treatments
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Dermaplaning Facial Treatments

Dermaplaning
Dermaplaning immediately rejuvenates the skin by removing the 
outermost layer of dead skin cells and vellus hair. It is also highly 
effective in minimizing the appearance of fine lines, wrinkles and 
acne scars, whilst leaving skin smooth, supple and vibrant.

Why choose Dermaplaning? 

• Amazing exfoliation for all skin types.

• Peach fuzz is removed

• Increased penetration of active ingredients in  
 professional treatments.

• Increased absorption of at home skincare.

• Healthier, more youthful looking and feeling skin.

• Its a comfortable and relaxing treatment with no downtime.

• Make-up glides on easily and less is needed for a  
 youthful, natural glow.

• Skin photographs beautifully, so its the perfect treatment  
 before a special occasion.

Dermaplaning Facial
Includes cleansing, dermaplaning, glycolic exfoliation, hydrating 
mask, serum, moisturiser & SPF.

£45.00  (60 mins) 

Luxury Dermaplaning Facial
Includes cleansing, dermaplaning, glycolic exfoliation, face, neck and 
shoulder massage, hand & arm massage, personalised pro serum 
cocktail and pro mask, moisturiser and SPF. 

£85.00  (1hr 45 mins) 

Dermaplaning

T. 01507 609995

Body Massage 
Designed to relieve tension and relax the mind.  
Using a soothing blend of relaxing oils.

Back, Neck and Shoulder Massage   
£25.00 (30 mins)

Back, Neck and Shoulder Massage   
£35.00 (45 mins)

Full Body Massage   
£50.00 (60 mins)

Reflexology
Reflexology help to support and maintain all the body systems, 
which in turn removes stress and calms mental and emotional 
pressures, aids physical relaxation and the removal of toxins from 
the blood. This creates a feeling of well-being and appears to 
boost the immune system.. 

£34.00 (60 mins)

Indian Head Massage 
A non invasive treatment which can be performed over clothing or 
using oils. A stimulating yet relaxing massage which works over the 
face, neck, scalp and shoulders.

Ideal for all age groups particularly sufferers of neck and shoulder 
tension, sinus congestion, headaches and insomnia.

£30.00 (45 mins)

Ear Candling 
A relaxing treatment to help clear sinuses, reduce ear wax as well as 
helping to rid toxins and headaches. Also creates a feeling of well being 
and improves your general health.

£32.00 (45 mins)

Hot Stone Massage
A deeply relaxing massage using warmed plant oils and basalt stones 
to relieve muscle pain and tension as well as muscle relaxation. 
Reducing stress and anxiety. Improving blood circulation, promote 
better sleep and increase joint flexibility.

£42.00 (45 mins)    £66.00 (90 mins)

Natural Therapies
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Natural Therapies Grooming Treatments

T. 01507 609995

Jessica Manicure
A treatment manicure which will make even the poorest of nails 
feel and look like new. Products are designed for dry, brittle or 
normal nails. Includes application of polish.

£25.00  (60 mins)

Jessica Deluxe Manicure
As before but with the addition of heated mittens to soothe  
and smooth dry, aching hands. Includes application of polish.

£34.00  (60 mins)

Zen Spa Pedicure
After this treatment you’ll be walking on air. Aromatic foot 
products leave your feet, smooth, soothed and refreshed.  
Heated boots get rid of the days aches and pains. Includes 
application of polish. 

(Please bring open toe sandals to wear after your treatment)

£35.00  (60 mins)

Jessica Re-varnish
File, buffing and application of polish.

£14.00  (30 mins)

Grooming Treatments

GELeration Soak-Off Gel Polish
The beauty of Jessica in a gel. With the health of the natural nail 
in mind, GELeration’s gel formula delivers a long lasting, flawless 
finish that’s dry in seconds and protects the natural nail.  
GELeration is available in an array of different colours.

GELeration Gel Overlay ZenSpa Pedicure
A luxurious foot and leg treatment. Hard skin is removed,  
feet and legs are massaged with conditioning creams.  
Cuticles are groomed, toe nails are shaped and finished with 
GELeration gel polish.

£49.00  (1hr 15 mins)

GELeration Toe/Finger Nail Application
Nails are shaped, cuticles groomed and application of  
GELeration gel polish.

£29.00  (60 mins)

Including removal 

£35.00  (1hr 30 mins)

GELeration Removal
Removal of your GELeration gel polish

£11.00  (30 mins)

Grooming Treatments
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Grooming Treatments

Lycon Precision Waxing
Lycon premium waxing system delivers superior performance 
making your waxing experience less painful. It also removes hair 
as short as 1mm. Superb results guaranteed.

Threading 
The ancient technique of hair removal where antibacterial cotton is 
used in a special method to remove facial hair and shape eyebrows.

Half Leg Wax £19.00   
(30 mins)

Three Quarter Leg Wax £23.00   
(30 mins)

Full Leg Wax  £30.00   
(45 mins)

Full Leg and Bikini Wax £39.00   
(45 mins)

Bikini Wax  £13.00   
(15 mins)

Under-Arm Wax £13.00   
(10 mins)

Eyebrow Wax / Thread £10.50 
(inbetween & below)   
(10 mins)

Eyebrow Wax / Thread £13.50 
(above, below & inbetween)   
(15 mins)

Upper Lip / Chin Wax / Thread £9.50 each   
(10 mins)

Side of Face Wax / Thread £12.50   
(10 mins)

Full Face Wax / Thread  £33.00 
(excluding brows)   
(40 mins)

Brazilian   £23.00   
(30 mins)

Playboy  £26.00   
(45 mins)

Hollywood  £30.00   
(30 mins)

Back  £16.50   
(30 mins)

Chest  £16.50   
(30 mins)

Grooming Treatments

Grooming Treatments

T. 01507 609995

Tinting
Eyelash Tint £14.50   
(30 mins)

Eyebrow Tint £12.00/£15.00 
(includes eyebrow shape)  
(15 mins)

Eyelash and Eyebrow Tint £25.00   
(30 mins)

Nouveau Lashes 
Extend Lashes is the individual lash extensions treatment created 
exclusively by Nouveau Lashes. Giving you the appearance of fuller, 
thicker looking lashes with added volume.

For 24/7 powerful eyes, this is it. The ultimate lash treatment. You 
want fuller, thicker, longer lashes from the moment you wake? Extend 
makes it happen. Extend lash extensions are soft but strong. Each is 
beautifully curled and tapered to imitate natural lashes. They’re light 
enough not to weigh your own lashes down. And the effect is flawless.

Aftercare. Look after yourself. You and your lovely lashes deserve it. 
Pick up our foaming lash and lid cleanser and brush for regular use 
ensuring your new lashes are here to stay and for as long as possible.

Full Set of Classic Extend  £60.00 
(includes starter home care kit)  
(Up to 2 hours)

Infills (required every 2 weeks) £30.00  
(Up to 1 hour) 

Removal £10.00  
(15 mins) 

Grooming Treatments
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Grooming Treatments

Whether yours are overgrown or over plucked, High Definition 
Brows can sculpt your brows into the perfect shape for your face and 
transform the way you look and feel about yourself. 

Your eyebrows are a vital part of your personality. Not only do they 
frame your face, over 70% of your facial expressions depend on them! 
And that’s why the right brow shape and colour can take years off you.

What is High Definition Brows?
High Definition Brows is a seven-step eyebrow shaping treatment 
that focuses on design. It involves a combination of techniques, 
including tinting, waxing and threading, using specialist High 
Definition Brows products. There is also a full range of products 
you can purchase to enhance your brows in between visits.

Master Stylist £32.00  (45 - 60 mins)

High Definition Express Maintenance
This is suitable for people who have regular High Definition 
treatment but need a top up in between appointments due to fast 
hair growth or for a special occasion.

£19.50  (15 mins)

High Definition Brow Lightening
An advanced treatment only available from Master Stylists. This is 
the signature High Definition Brow Treatment, with the addition of 
Brow Lightening as part of the custom blend colouring part of the 
treatment; to enhance, to colour, to tone and texture your brows.

£40.00  (Allow 1hr 30 mins)

High Definition Brow Sculpt
Brow Sculpt is brow lamination with a bespoke HD Brows twist. 
Whether you dream of achieving that full, fluffy eyebrow look, want 
to create symmetry in uneven brows or tame unruly hairs, our 
Browsculpt brow lamination is for.

£50.00  (90 mins)

Beautifully sculpted brows for everyone

*High Definition Brows Master Stylists have further honed their skills to reach the 
pinnacle of the High Definition qualifications, enabling them to perform and perfect 
the latest brow trends including brow lightening, ombre effect and advanced facial 
waxing techniques.

T. 01507 609995

Grooming Treatments

With LVL Lashes, you can achieve a more natural, chic look 
because it allows you to make the most of what you already have 
without the need for eyelash extensions.

LVL lash-lifting treatment, is designed to enhance your natural 
lashes by straightening them rather than curling them, creating the 
illusion of longer, thicker lashes, the kind of lashes that will make 
other women green with envy.

Lasts up to 6 weeks.
£55.00  (75 mins)

High Definition Brows & LVL Lashes
You must take both treatments at the same appointment.

£70.00  Saving £12.00   (2 hrs)   

£5 deposit for each LVL & High Definition Brow treatment,  
this is refunded off treatment price. 

Patch test is required 48 hours prior to each treatment.  
Treatment will only be carried out if patch test is visible to  
therapist at time of treatment. 

LVL Lashes
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Make-Up & Bride To Be

Make-Up Lesson
Whether you’re wanting a whole new make-up look or ideas  
for a special occasion. Trying different colours and application 
techniques under expert guidance will help you achieve a fresh  
and flattering new look, using products from our quality Clarins  
and High Definition Make-Up ranges. 

£60.00  (Allow up to 1hr 45 mins)

Special Occasion Make-Up
Whether it be for your Prom, Ball or any other occasion, put 
yourself in the capable hands of our experienced specialists .  

£45.00  (1hr 15 mins)

Add Strip Lashes - additional  £8.00  

Make-Up Bride To Be

Bride To  Be

T. 01507 609995
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Trial Make-Up
Your skin will be thoroughly cleansed and prepared for the 
application of make-up, using products, which give a flawless 
finish and ensure the look will last well into the night. A trial is 
advised at least a month before the wedding so we can discuss 
and perfect the look and colours you require.

£55.00  (1hr 15 mins)

Bridal Make-Up
Put yourself in the capable hands of our highly qualified & 
experienced therapists and make-up artist, to give you a flawless 
look for your special day.

£72.00  (1hr 15 mins)

Bridal Party Mobile Therapist
Cost covers up to 4 people.* £30.00 for each additional 
application. Additional charges will be implemented anywhere 
above a 15 mile radius from the salon. 50% non-refundable 
deposit required on booking.

Therapist  £330.00  



T. 01507 609995

Visit www.elysiumbeautysalonlouth.co.uk

 Follow us on Facebook and Instagram  
 to keep up-to-date with our latest monthly  
 offers and news.

App also available on iOS and Android ‘Elysium Beauty Salon’

Online
Gift vouchers are an ideal present. Personalised vouchers  
can be sent out on your behalf.

For the greatest benefits, courses of treatment are 
recommended and will entitle you to special offers.  
Our beauty specialists are happy to assist with any  
treatment recommendations. 

E- Vouchers
Follow the links on our app, website and social media for our 
online shop e-vouchers. 

Gift Vouchers

Gift Vouchers



Pawnshop Passage  •  Louth  •  Lincolnshire  •  LN11 9JQ

T: 01507 609995
www.elysiumbeautysalonlouth.co.uk

Please ask in salon or refer to 
our website or social media for 
opening hours.

Closed Bank Holidays

OPENING HOURSOPENING HOURS

24hrs notice is required for  
cancellations of appointments  
otherwise a 50% charge will  
be made

          
Directors: 
R. L. Nurrish - Walker 
& E. A. McCluskie

Follow us on Facebook and 
Instagram for our latest offers




